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Castilian Spanish Segment inventory and Syllable Structures 

 

There are various discrepancies between Castilian Spanish phonologists in how they 

distinguish phonological differences between Castilian and other Spanish dialects. The most 

prominent linguist and widely cited scholar is Dr. Eugenio Martinez Celdran. His linguistic 

interpretation is the foundation by which other linguists refine and debate how Castilian Spanish 

is defined. One such linguist Jose Hualde analyzed Martinez’s work in his 2004 paper “Quasi-

phonemic contrasts in Spanish” looking at Castilian Spanish translations to determine if 

Celdran’s rule applied.  Quilis and Fernández’s transcriptions of “The north wind and the sun” 

was analyzed by Hualde (2004) who found that it did not include glides in their phonological 

transcriptions of Castilian Spanish. Hualde also found that high vowels and glides are in 

complementary distribution except in the case of [i]-[j], [u]-[w].  Hualde concluded that non-

paired high vowels and glides are a rare case in Castilian Spanish however since they do occur 

they should be included. There are some disagreements between Castilian Spanish phonologists 

over unique and rare components however the main points stay unaltered from Celdran’s 

analysis.  

 

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) symbols for Castilian Spanish consonants 

The Castilian Spanish or the Old Spanish has 18 consonants. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
Bilabial Labio-

dental 

(Inter-

) 

dental 

Alveolar Palato- 

alveolar 

Velar Glottal 

Stop p b 
  

t  d  
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Fricative 
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s 
   

x 
   

Affricate 
      

t͡ ʃ  
  

ɟ͡ʝ 
    

Nasal 
 

m 
     

n 
 

ɳ  
    

Tap or flap 
       

r 
      

Trill 
       

r 
      

Lateral 
       

l 
 

ʎ 
    

Shaded = voiced           Unshaded = voiceless  

 

ɟ͡ʝ - /j/ voiced palatal affricate and t͡ ʃ - /tʃ/ Voiceless palato-alveolar affricate 

 



Castilian Spanish is unique among other Spanish dialects in many particular 

pronunciations. The most widely cited study of Castilian Spanish is Mart´ınez-Celdran, et. al 

(2003).  In this publication they translated the Spanish dialect into IPA comparing it with other 

Spanish dialects.  In Castilian Spanish the sounds /ce/ /de/ and /ze/ are pronounced as [θ] 

Whereas the sounds [j] and [ɡ] before [i] and [e] are pronounced as a stronger velar fricative 

/x/.  According to Mart´ınez-Celdran (2003) the sounds \b\, \d\ and \g\ are complete stops only 

after a pause or after a nasal consonant and, in the case of \d\, after a lateral too. In other 

positions they are pronounced as their approximant variants [β], [ð] and [ɣ]. The place of 

articulation of nasal consonants in syllable codas is always the same as that of any following 

consonant where we can find sounds such as [n]. The handful of unique sounds to Castilian 

Spanish make this dialect stand out amongst the sea of Spanish speaking dialects.  

Palatalization 

In Castilian Spanish the nasal sounds are the same for the following consonants and are 

therefore palatalized; one example is the sound [ŋ].  

 

Vowels  

 Castilian Spanish is distinct in the way the speaker pronounces the five-vowel system. 

When any of these vowels is preceded or followed by nasal consonants they become nasalized 

(Martínez-Celdrán,et.al, 2003). Vowels also appear in stressed and unstressed syllables. Vowels 

in Castilian Spanish can be described according to their height and backness. They can also be 

described as weak and strong vowels. Strong or open vowels are /a/, /e/, and /o/. Weak or closed 

vowels are /i/ and /u/. (Salcedo, 2010). The characteristics of vowel pronunciation give a unique 

feature to Castilian Spanish.  



 

 

Diphthongs:  

 Castilian Spanish follows regular Spanish diphthong structure when a strong vowel is 

followed by a weak vowel. When a vowel followed by one of the glides [j] or [w], it called rising 

diphthong. On the other hand, if the vowel followed by [i ̯] or [u̯] it is falling diphthong 

(Martínez-Celdrán et el., 2003). Martínez-Celdrán et el., (2003) also states that there is a vowel 

reduction that causes a syllabic reduction in fast speech. The chart below shows some of the 

diphthongs examples as given by Martínez-Celdrán et el., (2003).  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

In Castilian Spanish, there is a general rule regarding the syllable structures. The rule of 

syllabi structure in Castilian Spanish according to Hualde (2005) is that the consonant followed 

by nuclei is always considered as one syllable. In case of V-CV the word should be syllabified as 

V-CV as is demonstrated in word amor or [a.mo]. According to Hualde diphthongs are 

syllabified as one syllable such as periodo [pe.ɾi̯ ó.ðo]. Two adjacent vowels are diphthongs and 

are in one syllable e.g [dwe.lo]. If the both vowels are low or if one of the vowels is non-high 

and stressed it is syllabified as hiatus. Examples of such a hiatus are [po.'e.ta] and [ka'iða] 

(Hualde, 2005). The syllable structure of Castilian Spanish can have only two consonants in the 

onset cluster and maximum of two consonants in the coda (Núñez-Cedeño, 2016).  

 



The onset cluster in Castilian Spanish can have up to two consonants (Hualde, 2005). The 

onset consists of the stops /p/,/t/,/k/,/b/./d/,/g/ and the fricative /f/ + /l/&/r/, and nasal sounds are 

allowed too (Núñez-Cedeño, 2016). According to Núñez-Cedeño, (2016) no one yet has 

completely understood why only the fricative /f/ is chosen among the other fricative sounds 

besides obstruent. This is also evident in the work of Martínez-Gil, (2001) who noted that the 

Castilian follows the sonority sequencing constraint, as the first consonant in Spanish onset 

cluster should be more obstruent and the second consonant should be less obstruent. Hualde 

(2005) states that the /SC/ onset cluster is disallowed in Castilian Spanish, Therefore, onset 

clusters are always divided into different syllables. Similarly, the /sp/ cluster is not allowed. The 

vowel /e/ is usually used to divide the disallowed consonants clusters (Núñez-Cedeño, 2016) for 

example /es.pe.ˈθjal/. Complex onset cluster is found in Castilian Spanish when the first 

consonants are different in the sonority degrees.  

  

                      The Spanish sonority degree according to Núñez-Cedeño, (2016)  

 

2.Nuclei:  

Nuclei  Example (ipa)  

Ø  No  



V  Yes, [wer.ta], [te’le.fo.no], [baŋo]  

VV  Yes, [pjel], [ˈbwe.no]  

VVV  Yes, ['bwei̯ ]  

VVVV  

 

No  

VVVVV  No  

 

The nucleus in Castilian Spanish is obligatory. The nucleus contains a vowel and 

sometimes a semivowel [y or j] or [w] such as /yu/, /ye/, /ya/, /yo/, or /we/, /wa/, /wo/. Spanish is 

composed of five vowels /i/{high, front}; /e/{front}; /a/{low}; /o/ {back}; and /u/ {high, back} 

where when these vowels are combined with glides they create diphthongs (William, 2003). J.C. 

Williams explains that in Castilian Spanish a high importance is placed on the phonetic 

distinction of vowel quality in open versus closed syllables. In Spanish when we have a syllable 

that is composed of a coda “as in ‘sed’ (thirst), the vowel is lower than in ‘se’ (itself)” (Williams, 

2003, pg. 708). According to Martínez-Celdrán, Fernández-Planas, & Carrera-Sabaté, (2003), the 

nuclear structure of Castilian Spanish is that the nuclei is always on the last stressed syllable 

(Martínez-Celdrán et al., 2003). The nuclear pitch movement is spread across any following 

weak syllables in the cases where a nuclei is not the last syllable in the group.  

 

 



3.Codas:  

Coda  

 

Example (ipa)  

Ø  No  

C  Yes, [‘baŋ.ka]  

CC  Yes, [kons.tiˈpa.ðo]  

CCC  No  

CCCC  No  

CCCCC  No  

CCCCCC  No  

 

In Castilian Spanish Syllable codas are restricted to a small class. In a coda it is possible to have 

up to two consonants, limited to /r/, /n/, /θ/and the stop sounds /p/, /t/. /k/, /b/, /d/, /ɡ/. Fricative 

sounds /f/ and /s/ can also occur in a coda cluster. In the case of two coda consonants /s/ is 

always placed as a second consonant such as /kons.tiˈpa.ðo/ (Hualde, 2005). Lastly, nasal sounds 

are allowed in coda clusters at both medial and final positions (Hualde, 2005).  

Conclusion:  

Syllable Contact Law is a notion that there is a cross linguistic preference to avoid rising sonority 



across a syllable boundary. Given the inventory of the Castilian Spanish onsets, nuclei, and coda 

described in this paper we can conclude that Castilian Spanish follows Syllable Contact Law as 

this language prefers codas to be less obstruent than the onset. In Castilian Spanish, syllable 

structure is constructed from right to left. The onset is formed with consonants to the left of the 

nucleus as long as it creates a possible onset. Nucleus can be either vowels, diphthongs, or 

triphthongs. In Roman languages the Sonority Sequencing Constraint which outlines the 

structure of the syllable by sonority only the /s/ violates the rule. Castilian Spanish like other 

Roman languages follows the universal rule of the Sonority Sequencing Constraint except for the 

/s/ sound.  
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Quasi-Phonemic Contrasts.in Spanish 

* José Ignacio Hualde  

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign   

 

1. Introduction  

 

The striking thing about phonology is that the infinite phonetic variety in the utterances of any 

language can be reduced to a small inventory of contrastive units or phonemes. The bad news is 

that oftentimes phonemization is problematic in some corners of the language. Typically if the 

same language has been investigated by two linguists, we will get slightly different phonemic 

inventories; and these differences of opinion usually do not go away as the language is studied 

more extensively. Both the considerable extent to which we normally find agreement among 

linguists in the phonemic analysis of a given language and the existence of areas of disagreement 

are remarkable facts.  



In this paper I consider in detail three specific aspects of the phonemic inventory of Spanish that 

remain controversial and argue that in all three cases it is useful to speak of quasi-phonemic 

contrasts (although not exactly in the same sense in every case). The paper ends with some 

general considerations about the nature of phonological categorization.  

Let me start with an anecdote. I recently submitted a paper reporting on experimental data on 

Basque suprasegmentals to a journal. A reader made the sensible suggestion that the examples, 

which were in conventional Basque orthography, should also be given in IPA transcription. This 

seemed reasonable enough, and I replied that I would comply. However, it immediately became 

clear to me that this was easier said than done, as I would like to be objective and accurate in the 

transcription. Should I provide a phonetic transcription? For each sentence over a hundred tokens 

were examined in the study (several repetitions in different pragmatic contexts by several 

speakers). Doing a phonetic transcription would thus require making some decisions as to how to 

solve the variability present in the data. To give just one example, one of the experimental 

sentences started with the word mollako ‘of the pier’. In this word the k was usually  

                                                          

*  For comments, I am grateful to Lourdes Aguilar, Bob Ladd, Pilar Prieto, Daniel Recasens and 

the audience at WCCFL23. All errors are mine.   

 

© 2004 José Ignacio Hualde. WCCFL 23 Proceedings, ed. Benjamin Schmeiser,  Vineeta Chand, 

Ann Kelleher and Angelo Rodriguez., pp. xxx -xxx. Somerville, MA: Cascadilla Press [to 

appear].  

 

voiceless, but sometimes is was voiced, and some other times partially voiced. How should this 



segment be transcribed? Should I choose the most frequent production perhaps?  

It would seem that by choosing a phonemic transcription instead this problem would be solved. 

But phonemization would necessarily be subjective in some respects. For instance, something 

that is controversial in Basque is the phonemic status of some palatal consonants. Should I 

transcribe mollako as /mo ako/ or as /moilako/? In the relevant Basque dialects /l/ palatalizes 

after /i/ and palatal glides are absorbed by a following palatal lateral, so that both phonemic 

inputs would result in the same output. An alternative orthography is indeed moilako.  

There are two conclusions to be drawn from this Basque example. First of all, as pointed out by 

Pierrehumbert, Beckman and Ladd (2002) and Ladd (2002), “systematic phonetic 

representations” have no scientific validity, other than as practical shorthand and allowing for 

some arbitrariness (see also Beckman 2003). Secondly, the phonemic/ phonological level 

(contrastive units) is also ill-defined in some respects. Here I will concentrate on this second 

issue.  

We may ask now if my difficulties at the phonemic level were due to the fact that there is 

relatively little work on Basque phonology. I do not think this is the reason. Problems of 

phonemic analysis arise even in the best studied languages. This is a pervasive phenomenon. The 

fact is that quite often a phonemic transcription or orthography almost works.  

We may note in passing that the problems of arbitrariness or indeterminacy are much greater at 

the level of underlying representations  

(URs) in a generative analysis. For instance, is righteous really  /rixt+i+ s/ (as claimed in SPE)? 

Do cow and beef share the same UR? (< PIE gwou-). The added problem is of course the 

requirement that “morphologically related” words should in principle share the same UR for 

shared morphemes in a generative analysis. Deciding when two words are  



“related” implies a clear element of subjectivity.   

Here I will leave morphophonemics aside and concentrate on the classical phonemic level 

(which in practice is recognized by most phonologists). The point that I want to make is that 

even in the case of a fairly well studied language such as Spanish the phonemic status of certain 

oppositions is less than clear. I will maintain that the possibility of having quasi-phonemic 

contrasts is inherent to the nature of linguistic categorization. Rather than trying to sweep this 

issue under the rug or trying to decide on unclear aspects of the phonemic inventory on the basis 

of the cleverness of competing analyses, I believe we should recognize the emergent character of 

phonological categorization (Bybee 2001).  

Spanish has the phonemic inventory in (1), where phonemes in parentheses are found only in 

some dialects (but their status in the dialects  

 

where they occur systematically is not disputed). Bolded phonemes, on the other hand, are of 

questionable status: some authors include them in the inventory  and some other authors do not .  

 

(1) Spanish phonemes: Questionable phonemes are bolded. Phonemes in parentheses are found 

only in some dialects  

Consonants : p  t  t  k   b  d    g  f  ( )  s  x m  n    l  ( )    r  

Vowels: i e a o u ,   Glides:  j   w  

 

As we can see in (1), the controversial phonemes are the glides, the voiced palatal obstruent  and 

the trill r. For different generative analyses see, among others, Saporta and Contreras (1962), 

Harris (1969, 1983), Cressey (1972), D’Introno et al. (1995) and Whitley (1995, 2002).  For a 



Praguean structuralist perspective see Quilis and Fernandez (1983), Alarcos  

(1965, 1994), Quilis (1993), Canellada and Madsen (1987), RAE (1973).  Theoretical allegiance 

does not determine phonemic analysis. For instance, D’Introno et al. (1995) adopt a generative 

formalism but agree with the standard Praguean analysis in recognizing the phonemic status 

of  and r but not that of glides, and among generative analyses we find a wide diversity of 

opinions. The status of glides and the palatal fricative were the topic of controversy within 

American structuralism as well (see Stockwell, Bowen and Silva-Fuenzalida 1956, Saporta 

1956).   

In the next three sections I will examine the status of glides, the voiced palatal obstruent and the 

trill separately, after which some general conclusions will be proposed.  

  

2. Phonemic glides?  

 

In Spanish there are some (near-)minimal pairs that appear to rely on a high vowel  vs. glide 

contrast, as we see in (2):  

 

(2) high V vs. glide contrasts in Spanish (some dialects)  

du.éto ‘duet’  vs.   dwélo‘duel’  

pi.é  ‘I chirped’   vs.    pjé  ‘foot’  

midi.ána ‘my target’  vs.    medjána  ‘medium, fem.’  

re.i é ‘I will laugh’  vs.    rejné ‘I ruled’  

 

In spite of the existence of these (near-)mininal pairs in at least some varieties of Spanish, many 



(most?) Spanish phonologists analyze the glides not as independent phonemes but as allophones 

of the high vowels. This is in part because both configurations in (2) do not have the same 

weight in the lexicon. Hiatus sequences of the i.á type (left column) are a marked or exceptional 

configuration (and even more so in sequences of falling sonority such as reiré ‘I will laugh’). The 

pattern on the right column of (2), on the other hand, represents the unmarked, regular, situation 

in the language. Another complication is that all words in the hiatus class also allow a 

pronunciation with a diphthong under conditions of weak phrasal stress. The contrast is thus one 

between a regular class of words with obligatory diphthong and an exceptional class of words 

with possible hiatus (see Aguilar 1999, Hualde and Prieto 2002).  

For the most part high vowels and glides are in complementary distribution. That is, for the most 

part, VV syllabification is predictable in Spanish, as summarized in (3):  

 

(3) Syllabification of vowel sequences in Spanish  

a) If both vowels are [-hi]: hiatus; te.átro ‘theater’, bo.áto ‘pomp’.  

b) If there is a stressed [+hi] V: hiatus; ma í.a ‘María’, gan ú.a ‘hook’.   

c) Otherwise: diphthong; djénte ‘tooth’, dwélo ‘duel’, má jo ‘Mario’, italjáno ‘Italian’, 

páwsa ‘pause’. Also across word-boundaries  mjamígo ‘my friend’ (vs. miprímo ‘my cousin’).  

 

From this distribution we can conclude that glides can be considered allophonic variants of high 

vowels when adjacent to another vowel and not bearing the stress on their own. The explanation 

for the surface contrast in (2) is that rule (3c) has exceptions (e.g. kli.énte ‘client’, du.éto ‘duet’).  

A general sense for the distribution of exceptional hiatus sequences in Castilian Spanish can be 

obtained by examining Quilis and Fernández’s (1985: 190-192) transcriptions of  “The north 



wind and the sun”, which these authors offer both in broad phonetic and phonological (Praguean) 

transcription (a narrow and semi-narrow phonetic transcription are also provided, which do not 

differ from the broad phonetic transcription in relevant details). In (4) we give all examples of 

sequences containing a high vowel that are found in that text:  

 

(4) VV sequences in “The north wind and the sun” (Quilis and Fernández  

1985): [bjénto] /biéNto/; [porfiában] /poRfiábaN/; [kwál] /kuál/;[fwérte]       

/fuéRte/; [kwándo] / kuáNdo/; [bjaxéro] /biaxéro/; [embwélto] / eNbuélto/;  

[kombinjéron] /koNbiniéroN/; [kjen] /kieN/; [sería] /sería/; [fúrja] / fúria/;  

[kwanto] /kuaNto/; [eimmedjátaménte] /e iNmediátameNte/;[superjoridád]  

/superioridáD/  

 

As can be seen, these authors do not include glides in phonological transcriptions. All phonetic 

glides correspond to phonological high vowels in the context of (3c). There is however one 

anomaly: the word porfi.ában which is given as containing a phonetic hiatus, even though it 

should have a diphthong by rule (3c).   

This text is representative of the general situation in the language: What needs to be lexically 

marked is that some high vocoids remain syllabic in contexts where they should be realized as 

glides (Roca 1997, Hualde 1997, Harris and Kaisse 1999, etc). Glides are predictable/ 

allophonic/regular realizations of /i/, /u/ in VV if not stressed (by rule (3c) above). What is 

“irregular” is the exceptional presence of syllabic /i/, /u/ in the environment of the general 

gliding rule in some words. That it, although there is is a [i]-[j], [u]-[w] surface contrast, this 

contrast is not adequately captured by postulating two pairs of phonemes, high vowels and 



glides, as in (5a). A more adequate characterization of the facts is that in  (5b-c):  

 

(5) Analysis of high vowel vs. glide contrast  

a. Problematic phonemization:  /i/, /j/, /u/, /w/  

b. Possible phonemization:  /i/, /i*/, /u/, /u*/  where /i*/, /u*/ differ from /i/, /u/ in not being 

subject to distributional rule/constraint (c):  

c. Gliding rule/constraint   i/u → j/w if adjacent to another V and not stress-bearing.  

 e.g. /duélo/ [dwélo] vs. /du*éto/ [duéto]  

  

The phonemization in (5b-c) accounts for markedness facts better than the  /i/ vs. /j/ analysis in 

(5a), but it is still not completely satisfactory, as it also fails to capture some facts. First of all, 

exceptions (with hiatus) are not randomly distributed in the lexicon. Secondly, the 

diphthong/hiatus contrast has quasi-categorical aspects: it is clear in some contexts, nonexistent 

in other contexts and marginal/unclear in yet other contexts. In addition, there is a fair amount of 

dialectal and idiolectal variation in this respect (cf. highmid vs. low-mid vowel contrast in 

French and Italian, Tranel 1987, Ladd 2002, etc).  

Interestingly, the quasi-phonemic nature of the facts is recognized by the Spanish Academy in its 

orthographic rules. Although the diphthong vs. hiatus contrast is not directly signaled in Spanish 

orthography, the correct syllabification of these sequences needs to be determined for the 

application of the rules of orthographic accent. One such rule states that stress is indicated with 

an accent mark in oxytones ending in a vowel, n or s (Panamá, revolución, anís).  But a 

systematic exception is made for monosyllabic words (fe, son, tos). Given this, should one write 

guión or guion? It would depend on whether the word has one or two syllables. According to the 



most recent rules of the Spanish Academy in cases like these you may use an accent mark if you 

strongly feel that the word has a hiatus and, thus, is bisyllabic (RAE 1999: 46).  The existence of 

interspeaker variability and differences in the strength of categorical intuitions in this respect is 

thus acknowledged. This is very different from other orthographic rules. For instance, Spanish 

speakers are not told to write an accent mark on sílaba only if they strongly feel that the stress 

falls on the antepenultimate. Universal agreement (or clear intuitions) among native speakers is 

assumed regarding such phonological matters.  

 

2.1. Distribution of exceptional hiatus in Castilian Spanish  

 

Subject to this variation, exceptional hiatus is far from being randomly distributed in the lexicon. 

We may distinguish two classes of words with morphologically justified hiatus: hiatus due to 

paradigm effects and hiatus due to an intervening morpheme boundary (see Navarro Tomás 

1977: 158159). The hiatus in porfi.ában ‘they disputed’ finds its justification in other forms of 

the same verbal paradigm where the high vowel is stressed and therefore the sequence must 

necessarily be syllabified in hiatus, such as porfí.an ‘they dispute’ (cf. also : rí.o ‘river’→  ri.áda 

‘high waters’, dú.o  

→  du.éto). In an example such as boki.ánt o ‘wide-mouthed’, on the other hand, the presence of 

a compound boundary blocks the syllabification of the sequence as a diphthong  (also in 

prefixation. bi.énjo ‘biennium’; and with some suffixes: xesu.íta ‘jesuit’).  

In addition, there are cases of exceptional hiatus where neither of these morphological conditions 

holds, but these tend to occur in some specific phonological contexts. In particular, hiatus is 

favored with the sequences ia, io (and to some extent ui) in initial position and where the stress is 



either on the second vowel of the sequence or on the next syllable .The initiality condition is 

demonstrated by examples like li.ána vs. italjána (*itali.ána); bi.ólogo ‘biologist’ vs. radjólogo 

‘radiologist’; di.ána ‘target’ vs. medjána  

‘medium, fem.’. Regarding the stress condition, cf.: di.álogo ‘dialog’, di.alógo ‘I converse’ vs. 

djalogó ‘s/he conversed’; dú.o, du.ál, du.alísmo ‘dualism’ vs. dwalidád ‘duality’. There is no 

exceptional hiatus after the stress: kópja ‘copy’, istó ja ‘history’ (*kópi.a, *istó i.a) (see Hualde 

1997,  

1999) . 

Given this biased distribution it should be clear that the analysis in (5b- 

c) does not adequately account for all the facts.   

 

2.2. Historical origin of diphthong/hiatus contrast  

 

There are two main possible origins for sequences of rising sonority in Spanish:   

a) On the one hand, the diphthongs jé, wé arose from the breaking of stressed low-mid 

vowels: t rra > tjéra ‘land’, p rta > pwérta ‘door’. Sequences with this origin are unexceptionally 

pronounced as diphthongs. Since most of the words with ie, ue have this origin, this fact explains 

why hiatus is rare with these particular sequences.   

b) Secondly, in Latin we find heterosyllabic vowel sequences with unstressed high vowels. 

These sequences were also created by the deletion of certain intervocalic consonants.  The 

general tendency in the language has been the reduction of the hiatus to a diphthong (Quilis 

1993, Lloyd 1987, Penny 2002): pretiu(m) > pré jo ‘price’, Italia > itálja ‘Italy’, rugitu(m) > ru-

ido > rwído ‘noise’. But contraction has exceptionally been blocked and the hiatus has been 



preserved in some of these words: diabolu > di.áblo ‘devil’, cliente > kli.énte, crudelitate > 

kru.eldád (hiatus possible in these words for some speakers).   

From a diachronic point of view, the exceptions to the gliding rule in (5c) are words where the 

historical tendency i.a > ja has been blocked. Hiatus has been variably preserved: (a) when 

morphologically supported and (b) in “strong” positions = initial position and not too far before 

the stress (These hiatus words may then have acted as analogical attractors for borrowings and 

neologisms meeting the phonological conditions).  

What needs to be explained is thus why contraction has been blocked in specific contexts. For 

morphologically-justified exceptions, the explanation is more or less clear (on paradigm effects, 

cf. Steriade 2000). But what about cases without morphological justification? To repeat, almost 

always these exceptional hiatus words contain sequences of rising sonority which meet the two 

conditions of initiality and proximity to the stress (before it). These are necessary but not 

sufficient conditions; rather, contrast is possible under these conditions. Why is the preservation 

of historical hiatus favored in these contexts?  

 

2.3. Explaining the distribution of exceptional hiatus  

 

Hualde and Chitoran (2003) tested the hypothesis that the diachronic tendency to reduce original 

rising hiatus sequences to diphthong has been exceptionally blocked in positions where vowels 

independently have relatively greater duration, because of the prosodic or rhythmic patterns of 

the language.   

In a first experiment, 4 Spanish speakers from Spain (Sp4 = author JH) read a randomized list of 

words containing a ia sequence, within a carrier phrase (4 repetitions). For all test tokens the 



duration of the sequence ia was measured (using PRAAT). To test the effect of stress on the 

duration of the sequence, words starting with the sequence dia- were classified into three groups, 

depending on the position of this sequence with respect to the stress: stressed (diáspora, diácono, 

diána), pretonic (diamánte, diafrágma, diatríba, diabétes, diagráma) and prepretonic (diapasón, 

diagonál, diametrál).   Means in milliseconds for each position and speaker are shown in Table 

1.   

 

Table 1.  Mean duration (in ms) of (d)ia- under three stress conditions for 4  Spanish speakers 

(from Hualde and Chitoran 2003).  

 Sp1  Sp2  Sp3  Sp4  

Stressed  192.61   161.74   136.77  165.87  

Pretonic  154.19   94.574   108.19   127.85  

Prepretonic  118.33   95.10   99.38   107.09  

 

An ANOVA and post hoc comparisons revealed that stressed sequences are significantly longer 

than the others for all 4 speakers. In addition, for 2 of the 4 speakers, Sp1 and Sp4, pretonic 

sequences have significantly greater duration than those in words where the stress is further to 

the right. (For the other two speakers pretonic and prepretonic sequences do not significantly 

differ in duration.)   

This experiment does not allow to tease apart lexical and purely phonetic effects, since some of 

the words may have contained lexical hiatus for some of the speakers. For this purpose, we need 

to examine monophthongs in the same positions. In a second experiment, Hualde and Chitoran 

(2003) examined the duration of the first vowel in five triplets differing in the position of the 



stress, e.g. número/numéro/numeró, in a carrier phrase (3 speakers, 4 repetitions). The results 

indicated that whereas the main stress effect on duration is that stressed initial syllables (in 

proparoxytones) are longer than unstressed initial syllables, there is also a tendency for initial 

syllables immediately before the stressed syllable (in paroxytones) to be longer than initial 

syllables further away from the stress (in oxytones). The observed duration cline is thus the 

following: stressed > pretonic > prepretonic. This is also consistent with results for Catalan 

reported in Recasens (1991b).   

We may thus conclude that the perception of  hiatus is possible only in positions with enough 

durational substance. In these positions historical recategorization of i.a as a diphthong has been 

blocked in some lexical items. The same basic durational effects are found with monophthongs 

(número > numéro> numeró), but they remain below the level of awareness because there is no 

possible contrast.   

Simonet (2003) speculates that intuitions about syllabification in hiatus should be more robust or 

consistent across speakers in stressed than in (immediately) pretonic position, given the 

durational difference between tonic and pretonic syllables. He conducted a paper and pencil test 

where participants were asked to syllabify 45 test words (including both nonce and real words) 

indicating how confident they were about the chosen syllabification in a 5-point scale where 1 

represented clear hiatus and 5 clear diphthong . For instance, for the nonce word miabocó 

subjects were given the options mi.a.bo.có = na.na.na.ná and mia.bo.có = na.na.ná. All test items 

had initial ia type sequences and differed in the position of the stress:  Type A = sequence 

stressed (miáboco, diálogo), Type B = sequence pretonic (miabóco, dialógo) and Type C = 

sequence prepretonic (miabocó, dialogó). The results (from 12 speakers of Peninsular Spanish) 

were consistent with the hypothesis. The number of diphthong responses increases with distance 



from the stress. Averages were: Type A = 2.1 pts., Type B = 3.4 pts. and Type C = 4.3 pts. Thus, 

participants showed a clear preference for hiatus syllabification in words of the miáboco type, for 

diphthongs in the miabocó type and had less clear intuitions regarding the miabóco type. 

Simonet’s interpretation is that the difference between diphthong and hiatus is not categorical, 

but gradient, and depends on general gradient patterns of prosodic lengthening. There is no 

precise duration point where a vowel sequence would be considered a diphthong instead of a 

hiatus. What we have is a gradient difference that goes from prototypical long hiatus, to 

prototypical short diphthongs. There are two categories, hiatus and diphthong (or, equivalently, 

high vowel and glide), but no precise boundary between the two.  

The two recent studies reviewed in this section provide a partial explanation for why certain 

positions are more likely to preserve a lexical hiatus (stress condition): the longer duration of 

segments in those positions (due to independent rhythmic factors) favor the categorization as 

hiatus of sequences of vocoids. The reason for the word-initiality condition (the fact that word-

internal exceptional hiatus is possible only if paradigmatically supported) remains to be 

investigated.  

 

2.4. Conclusion regarding glides  

 

Paradoxically, although all glides are contextual allophones of the high vowels in Spanish, there 

is a contrast between high vowel and glide in certain positions.   

There are surface contrasts because in a relatively small number of cases and in very limited 

contexts there is exceptional syllabification as hiatus of sequences that according to the general 

pattern of the language should be expected to be realized as diphthongs (the historical tendency 



to reduce hiatus to diphthong has been blocked). Exceptional hiatus sequences are not randomly 

distributed in the lexicon and, in fact, in some specific positions “exceptional” hiatus is the 

preferred configuration (in some varieties of the language).     

 

3. The voiced palatal obstruent / /  

 

The voiced palatal obstruent  is another segment of disputed phonemic status. This sound 

corresponds to the underlined letters in examples such as yerro ‘I err’, hierro ‘iron’, llego ‘I 

arrive’, tramoya ‘stage machinery’, paranoia, cebolla ‘onion’ (in the majority yeísta 

pronunciation).  In Castilian Spanish this segment is realized with a broad range of constriction 

degree. In an acoustic study, Aguilar (1997: 69-73) distinguishes four allophones, all of which 

are said to occur in free variation in word-initial position: approximant [j] ~ fricative [ ] ~ 

affricate [d ] ~ stop [ ].  Arguably this allophonic categorization in 4 types is imposed by the 

IPA. Perhaps it would be more accurate to speak of a continuum of realizations regarding 

constriction degree. Speakers of this and many other Spanish dialects have trouble with English 

minimal pairs such as Yale and jail, since they do not perceive the initial segments in these 

words as categorically different.   

The only context where  is found is in syllable-initial position. Glides cannot be strengthened if 

preceded by a consonant in the same syllable. Thus, for instance, italjáno ‘Italian, masc.’, always 

with a pure glide, may constrast with itál. áno (y tal llano) ‘and such a plain’ where the element 

transcribed as  has the range of realizations described above. 
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